Sentinel Cliff 2016 Update
There has been a bunch of activity on this lengthy cliff line over the past year or so. In
the heat of mid-summer in 2015 a one day effort saw four new sport protected pitches
added to the Right Side of Sentinel Bluffs by Andy Genereux and Steve Birch. The first
starting up 3 m right of the climb The Surprise detailed on page 370 and shown in the
topo on page 369 in Ghost River Rock Climbs. All four encompass the 5.10 grade
involving steady slabby face climbing over generally excellent rock. All were established
ground up with a power drill, no hooks were employed.
Modern Take On Style ** S-5.10c, 30 m, 10 clips
Andy Genereux & Steve Birch, August 2015
Starts just right of a couple of spruce trees this engaging route eases up over the
second half to ring bolt anchors.

Hunting Shade ** S-5.10a/b, 35 m, 11 clips
Andy Genereux & Steve Birch, August 2015
The first of the four routes established on this day. this little gem offers up sustained
face climbing at the stated grades over excellent rock to reach a ledge with ring bolts.
5.7 My Ass * S-5.10b, 30 m, 11 clips
Andy Genereux & Steve Birch
As the title suggests this line looks easier than it actually is. bolts lead to a thin seam
than devious route finding leads left than back right below a loose flake (caution! Do not
trust this flake.) eventually after more interesting movement reaching a ring bolt station.
Driller Thriller *** S-5.10c, 30 m, 10 clips
Andy Genereux & Steve Birch, August 2015
We saved the best for last on this super hot day! Drilling this sustained affair which
overcomes bulging face on the lower half to reach a shallow hollow flake/corner and
finally arrive at a belay ledge was challenging but loads of fun. To start climb up onto a
stepped ledge located near the bottom of a small scree slope approximately 40 m right
of the route The Surprise detailed on page 370 in Ghost River Rock Climbs. There is an
optional micro cam placement to protect getting up to the first bolt.

Sentinel Crag / South End / Sector
This sector is described on page 359 in Ghost River Rock Climbs and was touted as a
potential site for some excellent sport climbs to be developed in the last guide. Looks
like someone actually took the bait and started working on plundering this fantastic
looking cliff line.
Hey Andy,
Thought I would send you the info on some new routes I put up this past summer in the
ghost they are all on the south, shorter end of the Sentinel Crag. I was going to dub it
the “Homeless Endor Sector”
There are 4 routes so far... the three listed below all share the same anchor.
Forest in My Pants S-5.10b, 15 m, 5 clips
T-Rex's Tiny Fingers S-5.11b, 15 m, 5 clips
Homeless Endor S-5.10a, 15 m, clips
The 4th route is 53 m long, 5.11d/12a, 17 clips with a mid way anchor for lowering
with a 70 m rope. Access to this sector is best made up the gully on the left/south end of
the cliff. I've partially worked out a new trail by cutting out some of the dead fall and it

working into a decent trail. Along the base of the wall we built two big belay ledges and
a 3rd one will hopefully be finished off by next spring. I plan to be up there lots more
expanding the potential next season. Currently we have 3 other anchors for future
projects, one is for another full length route up the wall probably going at a stout grade,
and the other two projects are for shorter access pitches to the upper tier. both will
support a couple routes each off a shared anchors. I'll let you know when I get more
work done in there.
Regards Chris Meginbir

